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•ANY ATTEMPT at sound interchange area planning or the control of development at 
interchanges requires an understanding of certain factors, such as a knowledge of the 
types of development most likely to occur and the traffic generating capabilities of each. 

Numerous investigations have shown that development adjacent to rural freeway in
terchanges is largely highway-service oriented. One researcher, for example, noted 
that two-thirds of all development along rural routes in Pennsylvania was highway-ser
vice oriented with service stations, restaurants, and motels occurring in a 6:4:3 rela
tionship (9). Michigan studies showed a similar tendency, although the ratios were not 
the same 17). Table 1 gives the extent of commercial activity along 1-94 between Ann 
Arbor and New Buffalo. Development activity along 1-90 in Wisconsin between Beloit 
and Tomah shows similar characteristics. 

Much of the on-going research in the area of interchange development has attempted 
to define the extent of development in terms of (a) actual development by type, 
(b) changes in land values, and (c) zone of interchange influence. As Horwood [cited 
by Lehr (6) J notes, "There is virtually no information available which gives a clue as 
to the trip generating characteristics of most uses associated with highway user needs, 
such as motels, service stations and eating places." H the factors which most influ
ence generation were to be defined and quantified, trip generation models could be de
veloped as explainers of actual generation. Such models would provide a valuable tool 
which could be used to analyze traffic flows in an interchange area. 

TABLE 1 

QUANTITY OF COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT AT FULL INTERCHANGEsa 

Service Restaurants Motels Shopping 
Interchange No. of Stations (avg. per (avg. per Centers 

Classification Interchanges (avg. per (avg. per 
interchange) interchange) interchange) 

interchange) 

Major cityb 8 3.38d 2. 38 1. 25 . 38 

Secondary cityc 13 1. 38 0.46 0. 15 .08 

Small townd 13 1. 23 0.54 

Rurale 18 0.44 0.28 

Avg. 52 1. 33 0.71 o. 31 .08 

0
Wi rhin 1,000 ft of interchanges 31/2 yeors after opening to traffic; IH 94-Ann Arbor to New Buffalo, Mich ; 

bMojor city-located on the most direct route into a city of over 10,000 population . A state or U.S. highway 
which mode o reasonably direct penetration was outomoticolly included. 

CSecondary city-for cities of over 10,000 population, oll interchanges not classified as major city. 
dsmall town-odjoining a city or town of under 10,000 persons and within 1 mile of the city limits or 2 miles 

of the city center. 
eRural-interchonges not associated with o city or a town. 

Source: Mich igan State Highway Deportment E:), 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Parking and presented at the 47th Annual Meeting. 
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FACTORS INFLUENCING DEVELOPMENT 

It would be well to understand where development is likely to occur and to what ex
tent (amount and type). This requires an understanding of the factors influencing devel
opment-an area that has concerned many researchers. Other studies have been on 
similar or related questions, among them the factors which can be used to delineate an 
interchange's zone of influence (1) or which influence rises in value (8). While the lat
ter two relate to somewhat different aspects of the problem, they help provide an insight 

TABLE 2 

FACTORS INFLUENCING DEVELOPMENT AT INTERCHANGEsa 

Reference 
Factor 

(.!_)b (~) (!!)C (~) (~ (§_)d (!) 

Visibility 1 8 
Accessibility 2 9 

Access controls 3 
Interchange type 

Traffic 
Volume 3 3 4 

Mainline 5 
Crossroad 8 

Composition 4 3 
Mainline 
Crossroad 

Relational characteristics 4 
Position in Interchange area 

"first-off position" 
Major urban centers 

Distance to 2 2 2 3 
Population of 12 

Availability of backup business 
Existing development in Interchange area 9 11 
City or town served 

Distance to 2 
J:),ol-,,Hnn ~n n;.,..,,,,.H,..n ,..f ~ ....... . ,,f-h 

Population of 4 3 
Cities connected 5 
Location of adjacent interchanges 4 3 
Proximity of other highways 5 

Site characteristics 
Topography 2 10 
Soils 
Availability of utilities 7 
Population at interchange 6 3 

Area characteristics 
Rural/urban 
Population-composition of-growth rate 4 
Economy of area 

Economic considerations 
Site cost 5 
Development cost 

Development controls 6 
Marketing factors 

Competition between companies 7 
Brand coverage 
Oil company policy on facility spacing 13 
Return on Investment 

Miscellaneous 
Years open to traffic (age of interchange) 4 
Type of crossroad-federal, state, etc . 2 
Trip lengths of motorists 

0
The numbefS in each co lumn refer to the numeri ca l order in whi ch the original source listed them and do 
no t r1acctssari ly lndicote their relati ve importan ce . 

6This source eva lvaled factors that con be used to delineate an interchonge 1s zone of influence rather 
than those which directly influence development. Since the two ore related, however, these facto~ are 
included . 

cThlt source ov0 Juo1od foe.tors fhoi can bo mlo1~ too rho in propctly voluo, rothor 1hon 1ho1e di rocily 
inf h.1unc.ing dov lof)fllont. 

dfoc ro" dc:tivcd from 1t, t1uthof 1• , rudy ond rr01t1 discunioru wilh high- tc-vol mon09emen1 of , ev.arol mojor 
oJI componle1. Al1hov9h mony otht:r fuctotJ. o~ ol10 c0Midc1qd in rho sito dovolopmcnl p1ocou, 1hoy 
o~a orton or only minor 1oi9nific::ance,, givcn good vi1ibill ty ond occm:sib ll iry., whieh arc probably the 
prlfnory foclors. 
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into the factors which influence development. Table 2 has been developed from several 
sources in an attempt to draw some uniformity from them. The factors have been item
ized numerically in the order presented by the authors. The numbering does not imply 
a ranking by the author, although it would seem that their order of presentation should 
be somewhat related to their relative importance. However, based on this author's re
search in'to development factors two £acts were readily apparent: (a) the laclc of agree
ment on the relative importance of the various factors (Table 2), and (b} the surprising 
lack of emphasis on the importance of visibility and accessibility as prime characteris
tics. 

This lack of agreement on the relative importance of the various factors may be ex
plained partly by study timing. Most studies are made at a specific point in time, i.e., 
x years after completion of a facility, and they sometimes assume that development sta
bility has occurred. As a result, certain conclusions are drawn. However, develop
ment at interchanges is a fluid phenomenon; it does not occur and then cease. There is 
often a surge of development activity on the best sites and then a leveling off. Stability 
does not necessarily occur for many years, if at all, and development continues on 
properties which were bought early and held until an appropriate later date. It is an 
established fact that developers buy early and sometimes hold their land for a number 
of years before developing. 

As for what developers buy or attempt to buy, a recent article in Petroleum News (_!) 
notes that, with luck, they buy "a large sized tract in a prime position, with good visi
bility and accessibility." That statement fairly well sums up the major considerations 
for developers. They are included as the first four major headings of Table 2. The re
maining factors are less important. Cost is a far less important consideration than one 
would expect. This is because the oil companies and other developers all realize that 
someone will pay the "going price" for a prime parcel, exorbitant as it may seem. 
Prices as high as $150,000 per acre have been reco.rded for filling station sites (§_). 

As part of a study of the land use and traffic generation characteristics of rural high
way interchanges the author interviewed top level management of several major oil com -
panies. They emphasized the same factors as site selection and development criteria. 
Although they indicated that no specific formulas or models existed for determining the 
best locations, and that their decisions were based, partly at least, on "seat-of-the
pants" judgment, they were unanimous in their agreement that visibility from the free
way, easy access, 1 and the site's relationship to the use of the crossroad were the most 
important factors. The latter is important because oil companies want to locate not 
only in the "first-off position" but also at a site where local or "neighborhood backup" 
business is available. This is especially important on such highways as the Interstate 
System where traffic volumes can undergo severe seasonal fluctuations. 2 Backup busi
ness is particularly crucial to restaurant operation and can mean the difference between 
success and failure. It is also important, to a lesser degree, to individual service sta
tion operation. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING GENERATION 

Of course, the primary reason that oil companies develop is to sell gasoline; as one 
petroleum industri source noted: "big gallonage benefits have made the Interstate a 
good place to be" (4). Development is made in response to the prospect for doing busi
ness and this is directly related to a facility's ability to attract business from the high
way; in other words, to its generation capability. 

1This does not necessarily mean the absence of access controls. The sound application of access con
trols should work to the advantage of both the motorist and the potential developer, It would appear 
that here is an opportunity for developers and the state to work together in their mututal interest. 

2Seasonal fluctuations along Wisconsin 1-90 at the Mauston permanent traffic recorder station ranged 
from a low of 51 percent of MDT for an average day in January 1966, to a high of 193 percent of 
MDT for an average day in July 1966 @). 
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!NTERSTATE SERVICE AREA STUDY 

MOTORIST /TRUCKER QUESTIONNAIRE 

IC 

Station Identification 
DAV 

Serial Number 
... o . 

Hour Period Beginning (24 hr basis) 

Vehicle Type • Vehicle Occupancy: Adults • Children D 

A. 
0 ... .,, 
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> 
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Ill .,, 

0 
Ill 
011,. 
z-
111 er: ...... 
>< 
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"' "' ~ 
::c u er: 
:::, 
II. 

.. 
Origin (To Doy) ----- - ---------------- ----------
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16 

.. 
.. 

I I .. 
I I 

CA.. Tit,CK 

•• ll2 >J 

Roule TrJveled: 2 . CROSS-I 4 , CROS!I-CROSI Travel Direction • t.NeOr t.NLJ 2. J11 a. •• 
ll,E.9 Ol,11: 
4 , we 11, .c. w• 11 .. 

Origin ---- ------------------ --------
c1Tv (COUNTY I STATE n •• 

Deslinolion -----------------------------------------------------LI.,.,....~~_.......,.._, 
CITY !COUNTY) !TATE 41 44 

Stop Purpose ---------------------------------------------- • 
Why did you decide to stop at this particular station 

Length of stop (nearest 5 minutes) 

n:...1 ··- · · , , .,_ - ___ .J:. ___ .J ~ : . :
5 n -·-,-------·--··--·- . . . ......, 
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• ., 
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•• •• 

•• 
D 
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• r·, • •• •• .. .. 
• ~ .. .. .. 

Previous Stop Location ---------------CITY (COUNTY) •• PurpoH [] .. 70 STATE 

Next Service/Rest Stop: Location (ii known) ____________________________________ I~~-"-~--' 
CITY ICOUNTYI ITATIE 71 74 

How often do you stop? Time (hours) l=::;:::J Miles (hundreds) 
n ,e 

Truckers Only: Does your firm hove controctuol stops 

VEHICLE TYPE 

1, ... ,,i!&~:l~A~j~i:•:JiM91N 
Z. IIA9.I.NGl:JI CAlt• 
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I, TAI I 
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I. WO",; 
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3. t.411:DICAL•Dll:IIITAL 
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15. SOCIAL I 11:AT Mll:AL 
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7, Sll:flV[ •Altl[NG[" 
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9, flll:Cflll:ATION 
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I . ,.,ca '-'" 400DJ 
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J. PICIII. UP • Dll:LIVI[. GOODS 

4
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• , TO a.-.•&'. 0-' Of'l::IIATION 
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Figure 1, 
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Reason for Choosing a Particular Facility as an Indicator 

One indicator of the ability to attract or generate traffic could be obtained, it was 
felt, by asking service area patrons why they chose to stop at a particular facility, i.e., 
why they selected a particular facility (as opposed to why they stopped). This informa
tion provides some clue as to generation capability as well as explaining the sometimes 
large differences in generation between different stations at the same interchange. In 
developing a predictive traffic generation model, this information would be a useful first 
step. 

Specific information on why motorists chose a particular facility was obtained as one 
phase of a survey of highway service area users. The study was conducted weekdays 
in July and August 1966, on 1-90 between Beloit and Tomah, Wis. Slightly more than 
3,000 interviews (Fig. 1) were obtained at 17 service areas located at 11 different in
terchanges. The data were grouped into 4 different service area categories separately 
for Wisconsin and non-Wisconsin autos. 

The categories, or groups, were defined as follows: (a) auto services only, (b) auto 
services only plus restaurant, (c) modified oasis, and (d) oasis. 

Group A provides the usual gasoline station facilities, offering only auto fuel and, to 
some extent, mechanical services, restrooms, and usually vending facilities for hot 
and cold drinks, candies, cigarettes, and, in some cases, sandwiches and desserts. 

Group B has all of the above (although some of the food-vending facilities may be 
eliminated) plus a separate restaurant on the premises, offering snacks to full course 
meals. 

Group C provides the facilities of Group Band, in addition, fuel for trucks, but no 
truck mechanical services or trucker-motel facilities. It may, however, be so elab
orate as to include a gift shop, cheese shop, and the like. 

Group D includes auto fuel and mechanical services, although the latter is apt to be 
minimal or even nonexistent because of the deference shown to truckers. It provides 
restaurant facilities; truck services, including fuels, scales, icing facilities, and me
chanical services; as well as rooms, showers, etc. 

"Reason for choosing" proved to be difficult to define positively in each case. Only 
7 of the 10 reasons used are given in Table 3, since together they account for over 89 
percent and 95 percent of the reasons why Wisconsin and non-Wisconsin auto drivers, 
respectively, said they selected a particular facility. The motorist is often motivated 
by more than one reason, interacting with another or others with varying degrees of 
importance. 

Visibility 

Visibility included visibility of the site or on-premises signing from the Interstate 
highway sufficiently in advance of the ramp to permit a turnoff, as well as the closest 
station to the interstate on the crossroad (''first station off"). An extreme example of 
the latter would be where a facility had essentially no visibility from the Interstate. In 
this case the motorist might have been motivated to get off by the "Gas, Food, Lodging" 
official signing or by oil company lead-in signing. After exiting, his choice may have 
been dictated by the "first-off station." This most certainly could have been the case, 
for instance, for some of the non-Wisconsin autos stopping at Station 216; 55.9 percent 
of them indicated visibility as their reason at a station which has virtually no visibility 
from the highway. Of the non-Wisconsin cars stopping at this facility 66. 7 percent 
were through Interstate travelers. On the other hand, Station 199, with poor visibility, 
particularly in the northbound direction, indicated a low (as expected) 3. 8 percent of 
non-Wisconsin cars stopping because of visibility. 

On the whole, visibility played a greater part with the non-Wisconsin driver than with 
the Wisconsin driver, with few exceptions. Very often the ratio was 2 to 1 or bet
ter, with twice as many non-Wisconsin autos indicating visibility as Wisconsin autos. 
This is particularly significant in a number of cases where the bulk of generation was 
out-of-state. 

Brand Distribution and Credit Card Use 

The question on credit cards was intended to determine the percentage of motorists 
who stopped because they wanted to use a credit card. "All-station" values indicating 
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TABLE 3 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY REASON FOR SELECTING A SERVICE FACILITY 

Service Area Reason for Choosing 

Group Number Visibility Credit Advance Familiaritya Repeatb Need 
Other Card Signing Gas 

(a) Wisconsin Autos 

019 7.7 16. 9 75. 4 
024 16.7 10. 4 58. 3 10.4 2.1 2.1 
043 32.3 16. 1 35. 5 3. 2 12. 9 
059 6.3 43.8 31. 3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
103 30.9 16.4 45. 5 3.6 3.6 

A 130 18.2 30.3 48.5 3.0 
152 4.1 16. 3 2. 0 71. 4 2.0 4.1 
157 62.5 20. 8 12.5 4. 2 
159 23.6 36.4 3. 6 32. 7 3.6 
199 18.5 22. 2 55. 6 3.7 

B 187 50.0 21. 4 7: 1 21. 4 

055 21. 2 1. 9 1. 9 50. 0 3.8 3.8 17. 3 
C 056 12.6 3. 7 61. 6 4.2 0.5 17. 3 

216 25. 3 4. 2 2. 1 50. 5 3. 2 14. 7 

131 34.4 1.0 2.1 38.5 2. 1 21. 9 
D 138 .20.8 4. 2 58. 3 4. 2 12. 5 

265 32.5 1. 1 49. 4 1. 1 16. 0 

All stations 22.4 9. 9 1. 5 51. 3 2. 7 1. 5 10. 8 

(b) Non-Wisconsin Autos 

019 39,0 32. 7 11. 3 12. 6 4. 4 
024 35. 9 4. 3 33. 7 7.6 9.8 8. 7 
043 69.8 16. 3 2. 3 4. 7 4. 7 2. 3 
059 17. 5 61. 4 15. 8 5.3 
103 57.3 12. 6 6.8 16.5 4. 9 2.0 

A 130 26. 2 42.9 2.4 16. 7 11.9 
152 52. 7 16.4 9. 1 12. 7 5. 5 3.6 
157 64.5 25. 8 9.7 
159 34.5 40. 7 6. 9 12. 4 2. 8 2.8 
199 3.8 67.6 15. 2 13. 3 

B 187 67.1 7.1 10.6 4. 7 g 4 1?. 

055 40. 3 2. 6 1. 3 31. 2 2.6 22.1 
C 056 58.3 8.0 2.0 22. 1 3.0 2. 5 4.0 

216 55. 9 2.4 3. 1 29.1 1.6 4. 7 3. 1 

131 65.4 7.5 10. 3 8.4 1. 9 6.5 
D 138 26.9 23. I 42. 3 3.8 3.8 

265 52. 7 7. 5 4.3 19.4 1.1 6.5 8.6 

All stations 46. 2 20. 7 8. 1 16. 1 0.8 4. 0 4. 2 

C 
~he customer who stop,J only occosionolly because he stopped there on a previ ous tr ip. 

he habitual customer who stops once or twice a week. 

9. 9 percent of Wisconsin drivers and 20. 7 percent of non-Wisconsin autos stopped for 
that reason were lower than expected, probably because of interplay between it and 
other reasons. Among two of the leading brands the percentages were much higher. A 
field survey of available facil1tles conducted in Spring 1966, just before the interview 
phase of the study, showed that Texaco and Standard Oil operated 13 of the 37 highway 
service developments (or 35 percent) along the facility between Beloit and Tomah. Credit 
card purchases showed that their credit sales for fuel varied from a low of almost 50 
percent to a high of over 80 percent for non-Wisconsin autos. Wisconsin auto figures 
were somewhat less, ranging between about 40 percent and 60 percent. These figures 
indicate that brand coverage, along the Interstate and, more importantly, throughout 
an area, plus the outstanding credit cards that a company has, may play a significant 
role not only in credit card use but also in generation. Actual credit sales compared 
to the percentage of motorists who indicated a desire to use a credit card are given in 
Table 4. 



TABLE 4 

GASOLINE CREDIT PURCHASES 

Service Area Wisconsin Auto Non-Wisconsin Auto 

Group Number Indicated Credit Actually Used Indicated Credit Actually Used 
Card as Reason Credit Card Card as Reason Credit Card 

019 16. 9 42. 9 32.7 47. 7 
024 20.0 4. 3 21. 4 
043 16.1 26. 1 16.3 25. 6 
059 43.8 57.1 61. 4 82. 4 
103 16.4 36. 7 12. 6 27. 5 

A 130 30. 3 48. 4 42.9 55. 0 
152 16.3 28. 9 16.4 37. 3 
157 20.8 19. 0 25. 8 26. 7 
159 36. 4 61. 7 40. 7 62. 5 
199 22. 2 48.0 67. 6 65. 7 

B 187 7. 7 7. 1 17. 1 

055 1. 9 11.1 2.6 21. 7 
C 056 3. 7 35. 3 8.0 43. 5 

216 4.2 25. 9 2. 4 12. 7 

131 1.0 5. 9 7. 5 20.4 
0 138 

265 1. 1 16. 0 7.5 16. 3 

All stations 9.9 34.4 20. 7 39. 3 

Familiarity 

While familiarity was indicated as the reason for choosing by 51.3 percent of the 
Wisconsin motorists and 16. 1 percent of the out-of-state motorists, it is a difficult 
parameter to define. How does one say, for instance, that a certain interchange has 
this much or that much familiarity? While it may be definable in terms of the inter
change's age, it appears that it may also be the result of a combination of the other 
factors which originally introduced the motorist to the particular facility. 

Advance Signing 

7 

Advance signing was indicated by 8. 1 percent of out-of-state motorists and only 1. 5 
percent of Wisconsin motorists. Apparently, its only significance as an indicator of 
generation was whether or not advisory or lead-in signing was present. 

Generation Study as an Indicator of Generation Factors 

A study of the actual volumes of traffic generated by each facility during the 16-hr 
interview period (Table 5) and an analysis of some of the differences from station to 
station yields further information on factors influencing generation. Although no spe
cific relationships have been developed showing bow U1e volumes relate to such things 
as crossroad volume, proximity to major cities, visibility, brand availability, type 
of facility, relative placement within the interchange, and numerous other factors, 
some general influences can be pointed out. 

Visibility plays a major role. However, it is difficult to define what it consists of 
and how it can best be measured. Some of its elements are visibility in terms of dis
tance (time) before the ramp departure point (gore), location of the site or sign with 
relation to the driver's cone of vision, and the attention it commands because of size, 
color, contrast with surroundings, etc. One station operator noted that foggy nights 
were accompanied by a considerable drop in business compared to nights when visi
bility was good. 

The influence of visibility is perhaps best demonstrated by the impact it has on non
Wisconsin autos driving solely on the Interstate. Wisconsin autos are somewhat less 
influenced by visibility alone, partly because of greater familiarity with the area and 
the greater influence of the other factors. 
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16-HOUR GENERATION 

Individual Stations Interchange 

Sta. Visibility No. Facility Tolal 
Auto Combos Total 

Auto Combos from 
Type Vehlcles Vehicles Interstatea 

019 A 241 227 2 241 227 2 VG 
024 A 178 159 1 178 159 l VG 
043 A 83 80 1 83 80 l F 
052 A 32 32 

~: I 
p 

055 C 320 290 1378 1153 105 G 
056 C 947 759 E 
059 A 79 73 G 
103 A 180 168 1 180 168 F 
130 A 93 79 

1 I G 
131 D 326 234 57 1444 810 484 G 
135 D 639 316 258 G 
138 D 386 181 135 G 
152 A 110 104 

=l I VG 
157 A 94 87 426 401 p 
159 A 222 210 E 
187 B 100 99 100 99 F 
199 A 142 142 142 142 p 
216 C 530 365 95 530 365 95 p 
265 D 494 267 151 494 267 151 E 

0 Subjective evaluation based on distance, cone of vision, ond the attention that the service and/or its 
signing commands. Ranked a, poor (P), fair (F), good (G), very good (VG), and excellent (E). 

At one large oasis, for instance, 38. 2 percent of the business was derived from non
Wisconsin autos, of which 93 percent were Interstate-only travelers. Of that number, 
82. 2 percent were southbound travelers. This facility is one of the largest, most visi 
ble complexes on the Interstate particularly ior the southbound direction of b:avel. It 
is in the right-hand off quadrant on the city side of the interchange and has an attractive 
restaurant and gift shop. Beside it, in the same quadrant, but dwarfed and partly hid
den by the larger oasis. is a maior brand gal'lnlinP.-nnly ~hlHnn falth.0 1.1g!! ~1.1!th. E .. ~.ite~ 
distribution in Wisconsin) which does hardly any business. Directly across the street 
is a major brand station with excellent cove.rage statewide. Although it has about the 
same visibility as the oasis, it is not nearly so commanding a facility. About 72 per
cent of its business was non-Wisconsin auto and of that, 78. 9 percent was Interstate
only, 77. 7 percent southbound and 22. 3 percent northbound. For both the oasis and 
the latter station the overwhelming number of trips were from the direction with the 
best visibility. A complicating factor, of course, was the difficulty with which the 
northbound off-movement could be made. It is axiomatic, however, that facilities with 
the greatest visibility, sometimes aided by other factors, do the best business and hence 
generate the greatest volumes of traffic. 

At another interchange with three gas-only facilities, the one with the commanding 
visibility-probably the best visibility for any single gas-only station on the system
generated more than twice the traffic of either of the other two facilities; in fact, more 
than the other two combined. Other factors contributed, the most important being brand 
availability and market coverage; the brand carried was one of the market leaders. Al
so, for the northbound movement it was in the right-hand quadrant, "first-station off." 

At this same interchange the importance of being in the right-hand quadrant was 
demonstrated at another facility. Most of this station's business (91. 5 percent) came 
from the Interstate; of its non-Wisconsin auto business, 95. 2 percent was southbound 
Interstate only. Since this station has poor visibility from both the northbound and the 
southbound direction the importance of its being in the right-hand quadrant (although not 
the off quadrant) is readily apparent. The station is visible at the southbound off-ramp 
crossroad terminal, which is undoubtedly why so many southbound drivers stopped 
there. One of the other stations along the east edge of the Interstate did the same vol
ume of southbound non-Wisconsin auto business (58 vehicles for the station on the east 
side as opposed to 59 for the west-side station), but this is due largely to its exceptional 



visibility from the southbound direction; it has even better visibility from the north
bound direction. 
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In general, the stations with the best visibility did the best business, other factors 
notwithstanding. One station had a good bus iness for a single auto-only facility; how
ever, a rough check indicated that about 45 percent of its bus iness came from a large 
motel in the same quadrant. Wer e it not fo r the influence of such a large volume-gen
erator immediately adjacent, its business would have been marginal, at best. 

The volume of business of the four services at the US 51 interchange north of Madi
son was largely influenced by the major route entering the city, motorist familiarity, 
and the relatively large volume of repeat trucker business. Truck combinations ac
counted for 484 out of a total 1444 trips generated at the interchange. 

Another facility, the oasis at Lake Delton, did a good business with no visibility at 
all. However, it is near the Wisconsin Dells resort area, a major summer generator, 
and has also built up a repeat business because of motorist familiarity. That a large 
number of non-Wisconsin autos also indicated visibility as their reason for stopping 
(55. 9 percent) would indicate that the "first-station off" the Interstate (also coded as 
visibility) was another significant factor. 

SUMMARY 

There are a number of factors influencing the volume of traffic a highway service 
facility generates. A better understanding, not only of the degree of influence but also 
of how various influences interact with one another may allow the development of a pre
dictive generation model for highway services. Since highway service facilities are the 
predominant use at rural interchanges, such a model would be a useful interchange area 
planning tool and an aid to better interchange design. 

The factors that appear to be the best explainers of generation are as follows: 

1. Visib ility from the freeway-either of the site or on-site signing. 
2. Accessibility-within ¾ mile . 
3. Facility type: (a) auto service only; (b) auto serVice plus restaurant; (c) auto 

service, restaurant, plus truck fuel (modified oasis); and (d) full truck s top (oasis ). 
4. Location: (a) with r espect to interchange-first-off; and (b) with respect to major 

city-city side and size of city. 
5. Interchange class. 
6. Brand availability. 
7. Other. 

Crossroad volume has not been included as an explainer of generation because it ap
pears to the writer that interchange type, perhaps as defined by Michi gan, and city s ize 
and proximity may be better ElXPlainers of the same basic causative factors, which ar e 
certainly interrelated. For example, a major city interchange would be expected to 
carry reasonably high volume of traffic, whereas a rural interchange could be expec ted 
to have a low volume. The same applies to the influence of proximity to major cities. 

Average generation volumes for all stations combined was not discussed because 
they are meaningless in terms of the many interacting influences on generation. Each 
station should best be viewed as an entity with its own peculiarities. 

In general, individual gas-only stations on average or below average rural sites in 
Wisconsin can be expected to generate about 100 vehicles per 16 hr of operation, where
as the single stations on excellent s ites can be expected to gener ate up to 200 to 250 ve
hicles on a 16-hr summer weekday. Oases can be expected to generate between 400 to 
700 vehicles per 16-hr summer weekday for the average or better than average facility 
and up to 1000 per day for something like the Shell oasis at Janesville. 

How many trips a motel added to such a facility would add is difficult to say. As an 
example, however, the Holiday Inn at US 12-18 generated nearly 1100 two-way trips 
during the 16 hr of interviewing at the adjacent service station. It had about 325 rooms 
at the time; based on a parking lot occupancy at 6 a.m. of 170 cars, against about 220 
spaces allocated in the parking lot, its occupancy was about 77.4 percent. Using these 
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figure::;, the 16-hr two-way generation wouid be about 4.4 trips per occupied unit or a 
1430 vehicle generation for full occupancy. 

The importance of being able to define fairly precisely the traffic generating capa
bility of a facility is readily apparent. As an aid in interchange area planning and de
sign, it would be an invaluable tool. 

Although insuffic ient data we re available at the time of investigation to allow the de
velopment of an explainer model for service area generation, it appears that the above 
factors are the most likely explainers. Additional research and counting is planned in 
an attempt to develop a generation model for rural highway service facilities. 
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